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All fields and uploads are required unless otherwise noted.
THRESHOLD ATTEMPTED
ALL OPTIONS
This active sample form has been modified for offline access. Modified fields and instructions are indicated in purple. Sample forms are for reference only.
Select one of the following: 
CASE 1. Project site has local zoning open space requirements.
CASE 2. Project site has no local zoning requirements.
CASE 3. Project site has zoning ordinances but no open space requirements.
Select one of the following:
The open space areas include wetlands or naturally designed ponds.
The open space areas do not include wetlands or naturally designed ponds.
Wetlands or naturally designed ponds contributing to this credit are vegetated and have side slope gradients averaging 1:4 (vertical: horizontal) or less.
Select one of the following:
The project is part of a multitenant complex and includes open space either adjacent to the building or at another location in the complex.
The project team is not pursuing the multitenant complex path for this credit.
Required Signatory SSc5.2-1. Owner/Agent*
All open space that is counted toward SS Credit 5.2 will be preserved for the life of the building.
OR
Select one of the following:
Owner/Agent*  Signature. Provide a digital signature affirming the Required Signatory SSc5.2-1 statement in gray directly above.
Upload SSc5.2-RS1. Provide a document with the statement copied directly from Required Signatory SSc5.2-1, signed and dated by the Owner on letterhead.
*If signed by the Agent, provide the following additional required information in the Special Circumstances section below: 1) Describe specifically how the Owner was/will be informed of the critical elements and ongoing requirements described above, and 2) Provide supporting documentation, if any
All open space that is counted toward SS Credit 5.2 will be preserved for the life of the building; any open space located in another master plan development is in permanent reserve status. This open space is aggregated and contiguous, not divided and dispersed, and it is in a natural state or being returned to a natural state.
Provide the following information. For multitenant complex projects, note that "LEED project boundary" may include space adjacent to project site or at another location on the complex for the purposes of this credit.
Required Signatory SSc5.2-2. Owner/Agent*
OR
Select one of the following:
Owner/Agent*  Signature. Provide a digital signature affirming the Required Signatory SSc5.2-1 statement in gray directly above.
Upload SSc5.2-RS2. Provide a document with the statement copied directly from Required Signatory SSc5.2-2, signed and dated by the Owner on letterhead.
*If signed by the Agent, provide the following additional required information in the Special Circumstances section below: 1) Describe specifically how the Owner was/will be informed of the critical elements and ongoing requirements described above, and 2) Provide supporting documentation, if any
OR
Select one of the following:
Upload L-2 from PI Form 4 is a scaled site plan showing the project site boundary and highlighting all open space and/or pedestrian-oriented hardscape contributing to credit achievement.
Upload SSc5.2-1. Provide a scaled site plan (and/or roof plan, if applicable) showing the project site boundaries and highlighting all open space and/or pedestrian-oriented hardscape areas contributing to credit achievement.
OR
Select one of the following:
Upload L-6 from PI Form 4 is a scaled master site plan showing the project site boundary and highlighting all open space and/or pedestrian-oriented hardscape areas contributing to credit achievement.
Upload SSc5.2-2. Provide a scaled site plan showing the project site boundary and highlighting all open space and/or pedestrian-oriented hardscape areas contributing to credit achievement. Include open space not adjacent to the building.
LOCAL ZONING OPEN SPACE REQUIREMENTS
Local zoning open space requirement for project site:
 sf
NO ZONING REQUIREMENTS
Footprint of the project building:
 sf
ZONING ORDINANCES BUT NO OPEN SPACE REQUIREMENTS
Total site area within the LEED project boundary:
 sf
Vegetated open space within the LEED project boundary:
 sf
Vegetated Roof: SS Credit 2: Development Density and Community Connectivity is attempted and the project team is including vegetated roof surface in calculations for this credit. (Optional)
Note: For vegetated roof area to contribute to this credit, SS Credit 2 must be earned.
Vegetated roof area: (Optional)
 sf
Pedestrian Hardscape: SS Credit 2: Development Density and Community Connectivity is attempted and the project team is including pedestrian-oriented hardscape in calculations for this credit. (Optional)
Note: For pedestrian-oriented hardscape area to contribute to this credit, SS Credit 2 must be earned.
Pedestrian-oriented hardscape area: (Optional)
 sf
 %
Percentage open space that is vegetated: (including vegetated roof, if any)
Open space must be at least 25% vegetated.
Total open space area:
 sf
Note: Must be equal to building footprint to document credit compliance and twice building footprint to document exemplary performance.
Open space exceeds local zoning requirements by:
Note: Must be at least 25% to document 1 point and 50% to document exemplary performance.
 %
Percentage of site area within the LEED project boundary that is vegetated open space:
Note: Must be at least 20% to document 1 point and 40% to document exemplary performance.
 %
Special circumstances preclude documentation of credit compliance with the submittal requirements outlined in this form.
ADDITIONAL DETAILS
Describe the circumstances limiting the project team's ability to provide the submittals required in this form. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits.
SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
Upload SSc5.2-SC. Provide any additional documentation that supports the claim to special circumstances. (Optional)
The project team is using an alternative compliance approach in lieu of standard submittal paths.
Describe the alternative compliance path used by the project team. Include justification that this path meets the credit intent and requirements. Be sure to reference what additional documentation has been provided, if any. Non-standard documentation will be considered upon its merits. 
ALTERNATIVE COMPLIANCE PATH
Upload SSc5.2-ACP. Provide  any additional documents that support the alternative compliance path approach. (Optional)
The project team is using the above alternative compliance path to document exemplary performance of SS Credit 5.2.
The project team reserves one point in the Innovation in Design credit category for SS Credit 5.2.
SS Credit 5.2: Site Development - Maximize Open Space Points Documented:
SS Credit 5.2: Site Development - Maximize Open Space Exemplary 
Performance Documented:
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